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**Rachel L. West @poliSW**

Chat with @tmizrahi221141 on social work voter mobilization starts in 15 min.

#MacroSW

---

**Michel Coconis @mcoconis**

Tonight the chat is Voting is Social Work. If today fiesn’t motivate you to do (even), hard to know what would. Let’s learn w/ Dr Mizrahi and all Tweeters.

Tweeting for Justice. #macrosw in 15 minutes!! https://t.co/X9d2H6ZdvX

---

**Rachel L. West @poliSW**

The #MacroSW on social work voter mobilization starts in 10 min.
Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @SWcareer: 🌿 Best in Mental Health: Career Boosters! https://t.co/l9dtkMOOEW < roundup from around the web #socialwork #MacroSW #swtech…

Charles E Lewis Jr @CharlesELewisJr
RT @socworkpodcast: The 2018 NASW Code of Ethics has 19 changes, most related to SWTech. Allan Barsky and I talk about 7 of them. Listen t…

Rachel L. West @poliSW
4 min. until this week’s #MacroSW chat: Social Work Voter Mobilization.

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @newsocialworker: Join the #Macrosw Twitter chat tonight at 9 p.m. Eastern to discuss the National Social Work Voter Mobilization Campai…

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz
RT @poliSW: 4 min. until this week's #MacroSW chat: Social Work Voter Mobilization.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Please excuse all the extra tweets as we join the #MacroSW chat on VoterMobilization #VotingIsSocialWork https://t.co/XfpSE5o9Hi

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Welcome to the chat. Tonight's topic is Voting is Social Work. Joining us is Terry Mizrahi @tmizrahi221141. Before we start let's take 5 min for role call. Please introduce yourself. #MacroSW

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
RT @UBSSW: Please excuse all the extra tweets as we join the #MacroSW chat on VoterMobilization #VotingIsSocialWork https://t.co/XfpSE5o9Hi
RovingSocialWorker ⚖️ @Travel_MSW
#MacroSW y'all.... https://t.co/lzAB4p6n7t

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: Welcome to the chat. Tonight's topic is Voting is Social Work. Joining us is Terry Mizrahi @tmizrahi221141. Before we start let…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Hello, I'm Pat Shelly for @UBSSW - Welcome to @tmizrahi221141 ! Looking forward to the chat on #VoterMobilization #VotingIsSocialWork #MacroSW https://t.co/hiRMmwcCxH

Stephen Cummings 🌈 LISW @spcummings
RT @poliSW: Welcome to the chat. Tonight's topic is Voting is Social Work. Joining us is Terry Mizrahi @tmizrahi221141. Before we start let…

Terry Mizrahi @tmizrahi221141
Hello everyone-Terry Mizrahi here #MacroSW

Abby @socialworknerd_
Hi! My name is Abby. I'm an advanced standing MSW student at UPenn, macro concentration! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @tmizrahi221141: Hello everyone-Terry Mizrahi here #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker ⚖️ @Travel_MSW
J the roving {sleepy} social worker here. in bed. happy to be awake this week. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@socialworknerd_ Hi Abby! #MacroSW
Rachel L. West @poliSW
16 hours ago
I'm a founding chat partner and an advocacy and community outreach consultant. I also represent @acosaorg on these chats. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
16 hours ago
@socialworknerd_ Welcome. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings 😴_sleepy LISW @spcummings
16 hours ago
RT @Travel_MSW: J the roving {sleepy} social worker here. in bed. happy to be awake this week. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings 😴_sleepy LISW @spcummings
16 hours ago
RT @tmizrahi221141: Hello everyone-Terry Mizrahi here #MacroSW

Abby @socialworknerd_
16 hours ago
@Travel_MSW Lol too relatable...I was wanting to go to bed about half an hour ago 😪 #macrosw

Stephen Cummings 😴_sleepy LISW @spcummings
16 hours ago
@Travel_MSW Yes! You made it! #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
16 hours ago
@Travel_MSW Welcome #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
16 hours ago
@socialworknerd_ Too many road trips? #macroSW

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
16 hours ago
Michel Coconis, Ohio, cheating in my emergency mgt course for a few minutes to support VISW and Dr Mizrahi. Check. Register. Educate. GOTV. Vote. Reassess. Repeat. #MacroSW
Brooke Hoffman @BrookeeeLeanne
Hello! My name is Brooke and I am currently a social work student. Following your chat tonight! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: I'm a founding chat partner and an advocacy and community outreach consultant. I also represent @acosaorg on these chats. #Macr…

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
@poliSW @tmizrahi221141 Hello, Everyone! I'm Lakeya Cherry, CEO of @thenswm. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Please remember to include the hashtag #MacroSW in all your tweets. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mcoconis: Michel Coconis, Ohio, cheating in my emergency mgt course for a few minutes to support VISW and Dr Mizrahi. Check. Register.…

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Shout out to the other #MacroSW partners: @ubssw @karenzugoda @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @spcummings @acosaorg #MacroSW

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
Hi, Linda Grobman here from The New Social Worker magazine. #MacroSW #VotingIsSocialWork

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Good to have you here, Brooke - #MacroSW
Stephen Cummings 🎈 🌻 Lisw @spcummings
Good evening #MacroSW community! I'm Stephen, #MacroSW partner and clinical assistant professor at @UItSchoolofSW!

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@lakeyacherry @tmizrahi221141 @TheNSWM Welcome #MacroSW

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
HELLO #MacroSW https://t.co/5Y6RjKvOgl

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Let's get started. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Hello, Lakeya! #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@newsocialworker Welcome #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: Please remember to include the hashtag #MacroSW in all your tweets. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @newsocialworker: Hi, Linda Grobman here from The New Social Worker magazine. #MacroSW #VotingIsSocialWork

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Tonight we will be talking about the Voting is Social Work project and voter mobilization. You can check out the website at https://t.co/jPITDEBmlj. #MacroSW
Charles E Lewis Jr @CharlesELewisJr
#MacroSW Hi Everyone! Here representing @CRISPontheHill
https://t.co/qVZ72s5iT5

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Please remember that we follow a Q&A format. Please include A1 and so on in your responses to questions. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: Tonight we will be talking about the Voting is Social Work project and voter mobilization. You can check out the website at https://t.co/qVZ72s5iT5

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @CharlesELewisJr: #MacroSW Hi Everyone! Here representing @CRISPontheHill https://t.co/qVZ72s5iT5

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
@UBSSW Hi, Pat! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: Please remember that we follow a Q&A format. Please include A1 and so on in your responses to questions. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
I’m going to turn the chat over to Terry Mizrahi @tmizrahi221141 to talk about Voting is Social Work. #MacroSW

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore
Hey #MacroSW chatters, Alyssa from @UAlbanySSW & @socialworkersfm. Thrilled about the topic of Voting is Social Work where we can discuss the #voting barriers and mobilization efforts in our communities. Let’s share resources & figure out new ways to get people out to #vote!
RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
16 hours ago
RT @poliSW: Tonight we will be talking about the Voting is Social Work project and voter mobilization. You can check out the website at htt…

nicole papallo @NicolePapallo
16 hours ago
Hello my name is Nicole and I am a social working student! I'll be looking at the chat tonight! #macroSW

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
16 hours ago
Good evening! Tom Felke from FGCU checking in #MacroSW

Terry Mizrahi @tmizrahi221141
16 hours ago
<<I proudly was elected President of NASW national and served from 2000 to 2003. I was one of the founders of ACOSA and the Journal of Community Practice. >>#MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
16 hours ago
@AlyssaLotmore @UAlbanySSW @socialworkersfm Welcome #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
16 hours ago
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Hey #MacroSW chatters, Alyssa from @UAlbanySSW & @socialworkersfm. Thrilled about the topic of Voting is Social Work whe…

Terry Mizrahi @tmizrahi221141
16 hours ago
<<And since 2013 I have had the privilege of co-leading with Professor and Dean Emeritis Darlyne Bailey the Special Commission to Advance Macro Practice in Social Work.>> #MacroSW

Janet West @Jawst4
16 hours ago
RT @poliSW: I'm going to turn the chat over to Terry Mizrahi @tmizrahi221141 to talk about Voting is Social Work. #MacroSW
Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @poliSW: Tonight we will be talking about the Voting is Social Work project and voter mobilization. You can check out the website at htt…

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: Welcome to the chat. Tonight's topic is Voting is Social Work. Joining us is Terry Mizrahi @tmizrahi221141. Before we start let…

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker @CharlesELewisJr @CRISPontheHill Hi @CharlesELewisJr #MacroSW

Terry Mizrahi @tmizrahi221141
<<To gain 20% by 2020 macro specializations in MSW programs and to rebalance macro and micro.>> #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: I'm going to turn the chat over to Terry Mizrahi @tmizrahi221141 to talk about Voting is Social Work. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW @SocWrkDoc Welcome. #MacroSW

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @poliSW: Tonight we will be talking about the Voting is Social Work project and voter mobilization. You can check out the website at htt…

Terry Mizrahi @tmizrahi221141
<<Finally which brings us to tonight, I co-chair with Dr. Mimi Abramovitz the bi-partisan National Social Work Voter Mobilization Campaign.>> #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW @NicolePapallo Welcome, Nicole- #macroSW
Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<To gain 20% by 2020 macro specializations in MSW programs and to rebalance macro and micro.>> #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<And since 2013 I have had the privilege of co-leading with Professor and Dean Emeritis Darlyne Bailey the Special Com…

Karen Zgoda @karennzgoda
Karen here in Boston, #swtech & #MacroSW educator @SimmonsMSW. Got a new rescue kitty tonight so there will be cat gifs GALORE. https://t.co/btWt8CzAtm

Karen Zgoda @karennzgoda
Karen here in Boston, #swtech & #MacroSW educator @SimmonsMSW. Got a new rescue kitty tonight so there will be cat gifs GALORE. https://t.co/btWt8CzAtm

Karen Zgoda @karennzgoda
Karen here in Boston, #swtech & #MacroSW educator @SimmonsMSW. Got a new rescue kitty tonight so there will be cat gifs GALORE. https://t.co/btWt8CzAtm

Karen Zgoda @karennzgoda
Karen here in Boston, #swtech & #MacroSW educator @SimmonsMSW. Got a new rescue kitty tonight so there will be cat gifs GALORE. https://t.co/btWt8CzAtm

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<To gain 20% by 2020 macro specializations in MSW programs and to rebalance macro and micro.>> #MacroSW

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<I proudly was elected President of NASW national and served from 2000 to 2003. I was one of the founders of ACOSA and…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<Finally which brings us to tonight, I co-chair with Dr. Mimi Abramovitz the bi-partisan National Social Work Voter M…

Karen Zgoda @karennzgoda
RT @Travel_MSW: #MacroSW y'all.... https://t.co/lzAB4p6n7t

Karen Zgoda @karennzgoda
RT @UBSSW: Hello, I'm Pat Shelly for @UBSSW - Welcome to @tmizrahi221141 ! Looking forward to the chat on #VoterMobilization #VotingIsSocia…
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @tmizrahi221141: Hello everyone-Terry Mizrahi here #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Karen here in Boston, #swtech & #MacroSW educator @SimmonsMSW. Got a new rescue kitty tonight so there will be cat gifs GAL…

Terry Mizrahi @tmizrahi221141
<< Its purpose is to ultimately assure that the 12 million people that social workers reach every day (according to CEO of NASW) register and vote, and provide information that it is legal, professional and ethical to do>> 
#MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @socialworknerd_: Hi! My name is Abby. I'm an advanced standing MSW student at UPenn, macro concentration! #MacroSW

Charles E Lewis Jr @CharlesELewisJr
@newsocialworker @CRISPontheHill Hi Linda. Taught evening class on Thursdays for past three semesters. So I am glad to be back. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @tmizrahi221141: << Its purpose is to ultimately assure that the 12 million people that social workers reach every day (according to CEO…

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Q1 is coming up #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@CharlesELewisJr @newsocialworker @CRISPontheHill Glad to have you back. @CharlesELewisJr ! #macroSW
RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW 16 hours ago
RT @tmizrahi221141: << Its purpose is to ultimately assure that the 12 million people that social workers reach every day (according to CEO…

Karen Zgoda @karezgoda 16 hours ago
Special welcome to all our hard-working students, educators, & practitioners tonight! #MacroSW https://t.co/CMIgusliBT

Karen Zgoda @karezgoda 16 hours ago
RT @poliSW: I'm a founding chat partner and an advocacy and community outreach consultant. I also represent @acosaorg on these chats. #Macr…

Karen Zgoda @karezgoda 16 hours ago
RT @mcoconis: Michel Coconis, Ohio, cheating in my emergency mgt course for a few minutes to support VISW and Dr Mizrahi. Check. Register.…

Karen Zgoda @karezgoda 16 hours ago
RT @BrookeeeLeanne: Hello! My name is Brooke and I am currently a social work student. Following your chat tonight! #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul 16 hours ago
Hi all. Nancy from @UMBC. I’ll be popping in and out tonight due to some other commitments. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karezgoda 16 hours ago
RT @poliSW: Please remember to include the hashtag #MacroSW in all your tweets. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karezgoda 16 hours ago
RT @poliSW: Shout out to the other #MacroSW partners: @ubssw @karezgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @spcummings @acosaor…
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @newsocialworker: Hi, Linda Grobman here from The New Social Worker magazine. #MacroSW #VotingIsSocialWork

Terry Mizrahi @tmizrahi221141
<<The Campaign founded this year builds on the website and work of the Humphrey Institute for Political Social Work under the leadership of Tanya Smith and Influencing Social Policy and>> #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Good evening #MacroSW community! I'm Stephen, #MacroSW partner and clinical assistant professor at @UISchoolofSW!

Stephen Cummings 📚 LSW @spcummings
RT @CharlesELewisJr: #MacroSW Hi Everyone! Here representing @CRISPontheHill https://t.co/qVZ72s5iT5

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @lakeya_cherry: @poliSW @tmizrahi221141 Hello, Everyone! I'm Lakeya Cherry, CEO of @thenswm. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW @nancy_kusmaul @UMBC Welcome. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: Tonight we will be talking about the Voting is Social Work project and voter mobilization. You can check out the website at htt...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @CharlesELewisJr: #MacroSW Hi Everyone! Here representing @CRISPontheHill https://t.co/qVZ72s5iT5
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: Please remember that we follow a Q&A format. Please include A1 and so on in your responses to questions. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<The Campaign founded this year builds on the website and work of the Humphrey Institute for Political Social Work und…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: I'm going to turn the chat over to Terry Mizrahi @tmizrahi221141 to talk about Voting is Social Work. #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<The Campaign founded this year builds on the website and work of the Humphrey Institute for Political Social Work und…

Terry Mizrahi @tmizrahi221141
<<CRISP-Congressional Research Institute for Social Work and Policy. Please after this chat go to https://t.co/zLAAMBbwv5 for important information. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@CharlesELewisJr @newsocialworker @CRISPontheHill So glad to have you here! macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Hey #MacroSW chatters, Alyssa from @UAlbanySSW & @socialworkersfm. Thrilled about the topic of Voting is Social Work whe…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @NicolePapallo: Hello my name is Nicole and I am a social working student! I'll be looking at the chat tonight! macroSW
Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SocWrkDoc: Good evening! Tom Felke from FGCU checking in #MacroSW

CHEYENNE REUTER @CheyenneReuter
Hi I'm Cheyenne! I'm a social work student and I'll be joining the chat tonight. #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker 🧡 @Travel_MSW
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<CRISP-Congressional Research Institute for Social Work and Policy. Please after this chat go to https://t.co/zLAAMBbw…

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<CRISP-Congressional Research Institute for Social Work and Policy. Please after this chat go to https://t.co/zLAAMBbw…

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
#FANGIRLING #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Q1: Are there Get out the Vote (GOTV) efforts at your school or workplace? If so please explain those activities. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<CRISP-Congressional Research Institute for Social Work and Policy. Please after this chat go to https://t.co/zLAAMBbw…

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@CheyenneReuter Welcome #MacroSW
Rachel L. West @poliSW
The New Social Worker has published an article written by Terry and Mimi Abramovitz. You can read it here https://t.co/uUD8m1VVix. #MacroSW

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore
A1: I'm thrilled that the entire #UAlbany campus seems to be on board with voter registration and engagement. I just co-hosted an episode of @socialworkersfm where we discussed how to get students & communities more involved in voting. https://t.co/0sHkDkJLGM #MacroSW

Charles E Lewis Jr @CharlesELewisJr
The site is looking great Terry! Tell everyone to donate! #MacroSW

Terry Mizrahi @tmizrahi221141
<<In that article there is a history that begins with a survey of 65 New York agencies provided by our MSW students found that 62% did nothing about voter activities.>> #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<And since 2013 I have had the privilege of co-leading with Professor and Dean Emeritis Darlyne Bailey the Special Com…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<To gain 20% by 2020 macro specializations in MSW programs and to rebalance macro and micro.>> #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<Finally which brings us to tonight, I co-chair with Dr. Mimi Abramovitz the bi-partisan National Social Work Voter M…
Danielle @DaniyellahPNW
@poliSW @tmizrahi221141 Hello! My name is Danielle, I am a social work under graduate student at Auburn University #MacroSW

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @poliSW: The New Social Worker has published an article written by Terry and Mimi Abramovitz. You can read it here https://t.co/uUD8m1VV…

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @tmizrahi221141: << Its purpose is to ultimately assure that the 12 million people that social workers reach every day (according to CEO…

RovingSocialWorker 🐝 @Travel_MSW
RT @poliSW: The New Social Worker has published an article written by Terry and Mimi Abramovitz. You can read it here https://t.co/uUD8m1VV…

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Hi all. Nancy from @UMBC. I'll be popping in and out tonight due to some other commitments.#MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: #FANGIRLING #MacroSW https://t.co/shwCB6e7bc

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @tmizrahi221141: << In that article there is a history that begins with a survey of 65 New York agencies provided by our MSW students fou…

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @tmizrahi221141: << The Campaign founded this year builds on the website and work of the Humphrey Institute for Political Social Work und…
Terry Mizrahi @tmizrahi221141
<< Only 20% were proactive. See our website with 20 ways students reported what their agencies did.>> #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: The New Social Worker has published an article written by Terry and Mimi Abramovitz. You can read it here https://t.co/uUD8m1VV...

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
RT @AlyssaLotmore: A1: I'm thrilled that the entire #UAlbany campus seems to be on board with voter registration and engagement. I just co-...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: Q1: Are there Get out the Vote (GOTV) efforts at your school or workplace? If so please explain those activities. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @AlyssaLotmore: A1: I'm thrilled that the entire #UAlbany campus seems to be on board with voter registration and engagement. I just co-...

Stephen Cummings LISW @spcummings
A1: At @uiowa all faculty are able to add GOTV modules in their course management systems. The module content provides information on voting process. This is a non-partisan effort to encourage students to vote. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @CharlesELewisJr: The site is looking great Terry! Tell everyone to donate! #MacroSW https://t.co/d6PGboXOVG
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<In that article there is a history that begins with a survey of 65 New York agencies provided by our MSW students fou…

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore
RT @newsocialworker: Have you registered to vote? Have you thought about how #socialworkers and their agencies can help get out the vote? R…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @tmizrahi221141: << Only 20% were proactive. See our website with 20 ways students reported what their agencies did.>> #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: A1: At @uiowa all faculty are able to add GOTV modules in their course management systems. The module content provides info…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Welcome back to our return chatters, and warm greetings to new friends tonight! #MacroSW https://t.co/2XGUJVsGJj

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<CRISP-Congressional Research Institute for Social Work and Policy. Please after this chat go to https://t.co/zLAAMBbw…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @CheyenneReuter: Hi I'm Cheyenne! I'm a social work student and I'll be joining the chat tonight. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @newsocialworker: Have you registered to vote? Have you thought about how #socialworkers and their agencies can help get out the vote? R…
RT @poliSW: Q1: Are there Get out the Vote (GOTV) efforts at your school or workplace? If so please explain those activities. #MacroSW

RT @poliSW: The New Social Worker has published an article written by Terry and Mimi Abramovitz. You can read it here https://t.co/uUDm1VV…

RT @AlyssaLotmore: A1: I'm thrilled that the entire #UAlbany campus seems to be on board with voter registration and engagement. I just co-…

Thank you to @tmizrahi221141 and Mimi Abramowitz for this article! Just published online this week & will be in our fall issue #MacroSW

RT @CharlesELewisJr: The site is looking great Terry! Tell everyone to donate! #MacroSW https://t.co/d6PGboXOVG

@poliSW @tmizrahi221141 My name is Laura and I am a BSW student at Auburn University! #macrosw

RT @spcummings: A1: At @uiowa all faculty are able to add GOTV modules in their course management systems. The module content provides info…

<<In that article there is a history that begins with a survey of 65 New York agencies provided by our MSW students fou…
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @DaniyellahPNW: @poliSW @tmizrahi221141 Hello! My name is Danielle, I am a social work under graduate student at Auburn University #Macr…

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@DaniyellahPNW @tmizrahi221141 Welcome. #MacroSW

Terry Mizrahi @tmizrahi221141
@CharlesELewisJr Wonderful Alyssa. Does that include the school of social work I hope #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @AlyssaLotmore: A1: I'm thrilled that the entire #UAlbany campus seems to be on board with voter registration and engagement. I just co-…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@DaniyellahPNW @poliSW @tmizrahi221141 My cousin went to Auburn! She loved it there - hope your semester is going well! #MacroSW

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<In that article there is a history that begins with a survey of 65 New York agencies provided by our MSW students fou…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @tmizrahi221141: << Only 20% were proactive. See our website with 20 ways students reported what their agencies did.>> #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: A1: At @uiowa all faculty are able to add GOTV modules in their course management systems. The module content provides info…
Stephen Cummings 📰💼 LISW @spcummings
16 hours ago
RT @poliSW: The New Social Worker has published an article written by Terry and Mimi Abramovitz. You can read it here https://t.co/uUD8m1VV…

Charles E Lewis Jr @CharlesELewisJr
16 hours ago
#MacroSW Getting a commitment to vote from newly registered voters increases their likelihood of going to the polls. https://t.co/5wQGEHSYK

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
16 hours ago
RT @newsocialworker: Thank you to @tmizrahi221141 and Mimi Abramowitz for this article! Just published online this week & will be in our f…

RovingSocialWorker 👤 @Travel_MSW
16 hours ago
RT @tmizrahi221141: << Only 20% were proactive. See our website with 20 ways students reported what their agencies did.>> #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker 👤 @Travel_MSW
16 hours ago
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<In that article there is a history that begins with a survey of 65 New York agencies provided by our MSW students fou…

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
16 hours ago
RT @glennlaura08: @poliSW @tmizrahi221141 My name is Laura and I am a BSW student at Auburn University! #macrosw

Rachel L. West @poliSW
16 hours ago
@glennlaura08 @tmizrahi221141 Welcome. #MacroSW

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
16 hours ago
@poliSW A1: @TheNSWM has supported this initiative through targeted email campaigns to our members and social media activity across all our platforms about #votingissocialwork #MacroSW
Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
RT @CharlesELewisJr: #MacroSW Getting a commitment to vote from newly registered voters increases their likelihood of going to the polls. h…

ITTIC @UBittic
HI! This is Erin representing ITTIC tonight. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
A1: I teach on Tuesdays and while I didn’t cancel class for Election Day I did put it on my syllabus encouraging students to vote. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @CharlesELewisJr: #MacroSW Getting a commitment to vote from newly registered voters increases their likelihood of going to the polls. h…

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore
A1: Here is a great summary of the voter registration efforts being done at #UAlbany. The message has been that we want individuals to be more than great students, we want them to be informed citizens & an engaged members of the community. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Q2 is coming up #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings 📜 📺 LISW @spcumings
RT @lakeya_cherry: @poliSW A1: @TheNSWM has supported this initiative through targeted email campaigns to our members and social media acti…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @AlyssaLotmore: A1: Here is a great summary of the voter registration efforts being done at #UAlbany. The message has been that we want…
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @CharlesELewisJr: #MacroSW Getting a commitment to vote from newly registered voters increases their likelihood of going to the polls. h…

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
More kittens for @karenzgoda #MacroSW https://t.co/UBMDItkyddo

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: A1: I teach on Tuesdays and while I didn’t cancel class for Election Day I did put it on my syllabus encouraging student…

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @AlyssaLotmore: A1: I’m thrilled that the entire #UAlbany campus seems to be on board with voter registration and engagement. I just co-…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @lakeya_cherry: @poliSW A1: @TheNSWM has supported this initiative through targeted email campaigns to our members and social media acti…

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@UBittic Welcome. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBittic: HI! This is Erin representing ITTIC tonight. #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
RT @AlyssaLotmore: A1: Here is a great summary of the voter registration efforts being done at #UAlbany. The message has been that we want…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@UBittic Hi, Erin! #MacroSW
Karen 🌋 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: A1: I teach on Tuesdays and while I didn't cancel class for Election Day I did put it on my syllabus encouraging student...

Karen 🌋 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @AlyssaLotmore: A1: Here is a great summary of the voter registration efforts being done at #UAlbany. The message has been that we want...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @CharlesELewisJr: #MacroSW Getting a commitment to vote from newly registered voters increases their likelihood of going to the polls. h...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @AlyssaLotmore: A1: Here is a great summary of the voter registration efforts being done at #UAlbany. The message has been that we want...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @newsocialworker: Thank you to @tmizrahi221141 and Mimi Abramowitz for this article! Just published online this week & will be in our f...

laura glenn @glennlaura08
@poliSW At our university, our macro class is divided up into teams to target different populations. My group is targeting the Hispanic population in our area. Our goal is to help them get the documentation needed and to help them register to vote. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
#MacroSW

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
@tmizrahi221141 @poliSW @TheNSWM You're welcome. We're happy to support and understand we're stronger together! #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @lakeya_cherry: @tmizrahi221141 @poliSW @TheNSWM You're welcome. We're happy to support and understand we're stronger together! #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @glennlaura08: @poliSW At our university, our macro class is divided up into teams to target different populations. My group is targetin...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Q2: What can you do or what do you need to start GOTV efforts in your school/workplace? #MacroSW

Martha Crawford LCSW @shrinkthinks
RT @newsocialworker: More kittens for @karenzgoda #MacroSW https://t.co/UBMDIkyddo

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @glennlaura08: @poliSW At our university, our macro class is divided up into teams to target different populations. My group is targetin...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Great idea! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: Q2: What can you do or what do you need to start GOTV efforts in your school/workplace? #MacroSW

Terry Mizrahi @tmizrahi221141
@glennlaura08 @poliSW That's great. What is your university and program. #MacroSW
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
#SocWorkEd this is a great way to get students involved with #MacroSW #GOTV efforts!

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @lakeya_cherry: @tmizrahi221141 @poliSW @TheNSWM You're welcome. We're happy to support and understand we're stronger together! #MacroSW

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
A1: The New Social Worker has endorsed the campaign and is promoting voter registration by publishing the mentioned article, through social media, on our website #VotingIsSocialWork #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: Q2: What can you do or what do you need to start GOTV efforts in your school/workplace? #MacroSW

Terry Mizrahi @tmizrahi221141
<<This link is to a list of activities. One important one on an individual/micro level is making sure that people know there is an election for their representative in Congress and for ⅓ of the states, their senator.>>
#MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @poliSW: Q2: What can you do or what do you need to start GOTV efforts in your school/workplace? #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<This link is to a list of activities. One important one on an individual/micro level is making sure that people know…
RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW 16 hours ago
RT @newsocialworker: A1: The New Social Worker has endorsed the campaign and is promoting voter registration by publishing the mentioned ar…

Rachel L. West @poliSW 16 hours ago
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<This link is to a list of activities. One important one on an individual/micro level is making sure that people know…

Michel Coconis @mcoconis 16 hours ago
We are encouraging a day off for taking people to the polls either for Early voting (ohio) or GOTV on Election day! Right now registering clients in agencies, schools, jails, nursing homes, and hospitals. Training about benefits of voting. #macrosw

Rachel L. West @poliSW 16 hours ago
RT @newsocialworker: A1: The New Social Worker has endorsed the campaign and is promoting voter registration by publishing the mentioned ar…

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW 16 hours ago
RT @poliSW: Q2: What can you do or what do you need to start GOTV efforts in your school/workplace? #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings 📚 LISW @spcummings 16 hours ago
RT @newsocialworker: A1: The New Social Worker has endorsed the campaign and is promoting voter registration by publishing the mentioned ar…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW 16 hours ago
A 1 Workshops, handouts at orientation, voter registration forms for internship placement sites, join with local #GOTV efforts such as https://t.co/tiahYUZ5EQ #MacroSW https://t.co/m5iCuBiBbT
**Terry Mizrahi @tmizrahi221141**
<<The second is to make sure new voters know and obtain the Identification that allows them to register. In some States more difficult and getting so. https://t.co/zPQj8LZj3G>>#MacroSW

**Internships @ifindinternship**
RT @UBSSW: A 1 Workshops, handouts at orientation, voter registration forms for internship placement sites, join with local #GOTV efforts s…

**The Social Workers @socialworkersfm**
RT @AlyssaLotmore: A1: I'm thrilled that the entire #UAlbany campus seems to be on board with voter registration and engagement. I just co-…

**The Social Workers @socialworkersfm**
RT @newsocialworker: Have you registered to vote? Have you thought about how #socialworkers and their agencies can help get out the vote? R…

**UB-Social Work @UBSSW**
A2 Get buy-in from decision-maker, develop 3 strong talking points, get voting guides from local @LWV #macroSW https://t.co/wnSb3vf3AE

**Terry Mizrahi @tmizrahi221141**
<<The third is to use Turbovote or https://t.co/7yaNG8NrBD to actual assist your clients with registration and their current polling place closer to Election Day.>> #MacroSW

**The Social Workers @socialworkersfm**
RT @AlyssaLotmore: A1: Here is a great summary of the voter registration efforts being done at #UAlbany. The message has been that we want…
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mcoconis: We are encouraging a day off for taking people to the polls either for Early voting (ohio) or GOTV on Election day! Right no…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: #SocWorkEd this is a great way to get students involved with #MacroSW #GOTV efforts! https://t.co/DpEByZg6hK

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @newsocialworker: A1: The New Social Worker has endorsed the campaign and is promoting voter registration by publishing the mentioned ar…

Terry Mizrahi @tmizrahi221141
<<Fourth is to hold forums and provide information on all candidates and their positions for those offices. Finally for now, ask additional questions now or later through info@votingissocialwork.org. We promise to answer in a timely manner.>> #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings ☕️ 📚 LISW @spcumings
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<The third is to use Turbovote or https://t.co/7yaNG8NrBD to actual assist your clients with registration and their cu…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<This link is to a list of activities. One important one on an individual/micro level is making sure that people know…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<The third is to use Turbovote or https://t.co/7yaNG8NrBD to actual assist your clients with registration and their cu…
Rachel L. West @poliSW
Consider asking your school or employer to take the pledge. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<Fourth is to hold forums and provide information on all candidates and their positions for those offices. Finally for…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: Consider asking your school or employer to take the pledge. #MacroSW https://t.co/LqrhC76xqN

Terry Mizrahi @tmizrahi221141
<<For those in clinical settings, there is a vetted powerpoint entitled: ‘Political Engagement: A Supplement to Mental Health.’ This deals with why voting empowers clients and enhances well-being individually and at the neighborhood or level. https://t.co/WQW9RD0Sir #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<The third is to use Turbovote or https://t.co/7yaNG8NrBD to actual assist your clients with registration and their cu…

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @mcoconis: We are encouraging a day off for taking people to the polls either for Early voting (ohio) or GOTV on Election day! Right no…

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
A2: These are relatively difficult to answer because 95% of my reach relies on social media that can be censored by algorithms. GOTV has included open dialogue abt issues & encouraging one another to register and GO VOTE. #MacroSW
RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW 16 hours ago
RT @UBSSW: A2 Get buy-in from decision-maker, develop 3 strong talking points, get voting guides from local @LWV #macroSW https://t.co/wn…

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW 16 hours ago
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<The second is to make sure new voters know and obtain the Identification that allows them to register. In some States…

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW 16 hours ago
RT @UBSSW: A 1 Workshops, handouts at orientation, voter registration forms for internship placement sites, join with local #GOTV efforts s…

Brooke Hoffman @BrookeeeLeanne 16 hours ago
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<The third is to use Turbovote or https://t.co/7yaNG8NrBD to actual assist your clients with registration and their cu…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW 16 hours ago
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<For those in clinical settings, there is a vetted powerpoint entitled: ‘Political Engagement: A Supplement to Mental…

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry 16 hours ago
@tmizrahi221141 I recently relocated to CA and just spent HOURS in the DMV last week ensuring I was a CA resident again in time to vote. #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW 16 hours ago
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<The third is to use Turbovote or https://t.co/7yaNG8NrBD to actual assist your clients with registration and their cu…
RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW 16 hours ago
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<Fourth is to hold forums and provide information on all candidates and their positions for those offices. Finally for…

Rachel L. West @poliSW 16 hours ago
Q3 is coming up #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW 16 hours ago
RT @Travel_MSW: A2: These are relatively difficult to answer because 95% of my reach relies on social media that can be censored by algorit…

Michel Coconis @mcoconis @UBSSW Excellent! Inspiring and motivating. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW 16 hours ago
RT @lakeya_cherry: @tmizrahi221141 I recently relocated to CA and just spent HOURS in the DMV last week ensuring I was a CA resident again…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda 16 hours ago
A2: Important to point out many social workers, including state employees, may have specific ethics policies to comply with re: #GOTV efforts. For example, here is Massachusetts: https://t.co/8JRG3LRoIp #MacroSW https://t.co/sAjZuU5Q8K

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW 16 hours ago
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<For those in clinical settings, there is a vetted powerpoint entitled: ‘Political Engagement: A Supplement to Mental…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW 16 hours ago
RT @karenzgoda: A2: Important to point out many social workers, including state employees, may have specific ethics policies to comply with…
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @newsocialworker: A1: The New Social Worker has endorsed the campaign and is promoting voter registration by publishing the mentioned ar…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<This link is to a list of activities. One important one on an individual/micro level is making sure that people know…

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
RT @karenzgoda: A2: Important to point out many social workers, including state employees, may have specific ethics policies to comply with…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @mcoconis: We are encouraging a day off for taking people to the polls either for Early voting (ohio) or GOTV on Election day! Right no…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: A 1 Workshops, handouts at orientation, voter registration forms for internship placement sites, join with local #GOTV efforts s…

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @karenzgoda: A2: Important to point out many social workers, including state employees, may have specific ethics policies to comply with…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<The second is to make sure new voters know and obtain the Identification that allows them to register. In some States…

’mizz_picklezz’ @mizzpicklezz
RT @poliSW: Q2: What can you do or what do you need to start GOTV efforts in your school/workplace? #MacroSW
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: A2 Get buy-in from decision-maker, develop 3 strong talking points, get voting guides from local @LWV macroSW https://t.co/wn…

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Q3: Can prisoners vote in your state? #MacroSW

Charles E Lewis Jr @CharlesELewisJr
@lakeya_cherry @tmizrahi221141 Good for you! #MacroSW

ｍizz.picklezz ｍizzpicklezz
RT @karenzgoda: A2: Important to point out many social workers, including state employees, may have specific ethics policies to comply with…

Terry Mizrahi @tmizrahi221141
<It depends on the State. Our website has that information see powerpoint entitled: “Voter Turnout, Political Power, and Community Well-Being.” 20 Million people have felony convictions: 1 in 3 African-Americans and 1 in 56 non-Black voters.>>#MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker ③ @Travel_MSW
I think that surge has given me heart palpitations or I’m just enjoying the chat… #MacroSW

ITTIC @UBittic
RT @poliSW: The New Social Worker has published an article written by Terry and Mimi Abramovitz. You can read it here https://t.co/uUD8m1VV…

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @newsocialworker: A1: The New Social Worker has endorsed the campaign and is promoting voter registration by publishing the mentioned ar…
Charles E Lewis Jr @CharlesELewisJr
#MacroSW Excellent website to keep up with women running for office
https://t.co/819Zey5HSe https://t.co/gdOsvGwSnu

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
@poliSW Personally, I will increase my social media activity about GOTV, @TheNSWM will do the same by social media and email. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<This link is to a list of activities. One important one on an individual/micro level is making sure that people know...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mcoconis: We are encouraging a day off for taking people to the polls either for Early voting (ohio) or GOTV on Election day! Right no...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: A 1 Workshops, handouts at orientation, voter registration forms for internship placement sites, join with local #GOTV efforts s...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<The second is to make sure new voters know and obtain the Identification that allows them to register. In some States...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @CharlesELewisJr: #MacroSW Excellent website to keep up with women running for office https://t.co/819Zey5HSe https://t.co/gdOsvGwSnu

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: A2 Get buy-in from decision-maker, develop 3 strong talking points, get voting guides from local @LWV #macroSW https://t.co/wn...
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<The third is to use Turbovote or https://t.co/7yaNG8NrBD to actual assist your clients with registration and their cu…

Dr. Nancy Kusmail @nancy_kusmaul
RT @tmizrahi221141: <It depends on the State. Our website has that information see powerpoint entitled: “Voter Turnout, Political Power, an…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<Fourth is to hold forums and provide information on all candidates and their positions for those offices. Finally for…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @lakeya_cherry: @poliSW Personally, I will increase my social media activity about GOTV, @TheNSWM will do the same by social media and…

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @CharlesELewisJr: #MacroSW Excellent website to keep up with women running for office https://t.co/819Zey5HSe https://t.co/gdOsvGwSnu

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<For those in clinical settings, there is a vetted powerpoint entitled: ‘Political Engagement: A Supplement to Mental…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Travel_MSW: I think that surge has given me heart palpitations or I’m just enjoying the chat... #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: Q3: Can prisoners vote in your state? #MacroSW
Abby @socialworknerd_
A3: I’m in PA, which (if I remember correctly) is one of the states with the most incarcerated people / highest concentration of incarcerated people, and nope they cannot vote 😞 #MacroSW

Terry Mizrahi @tmizrahi221141
<<There is a powerful video from Atlantic Magazine identified on our Website. The ACLU is one place that has that information. See also info from UB for NYState>> #MacroSW

Karen ⚡ Zgoda @karennzgoda
RT @Travel_MSW: A2: These are relatively difficult to answer because 95% of my reach relies on social media that can be censored by algorit…

ensation

mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<The third is to use Turbovote or https://t.co/7yaNG8NrbD to actual assist your clients with registration and their cu…

Karen ⚡ Zgoda @karennzgoda
RT @travel_cherry: @tmizrahi221141 I recently relocated to CA and just spent HOURS in the DMV last week ensuring I was a CA resident again…

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @tmizrahi221141: <It depends on the State. Our website has that information see powerpoint entitled: “Voter Turnout, Political Power, an…

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
A3 Pennsylvania. Individuals incarcerated for a felony conviction are ineligible to vote. Voting rights are automatically restored upon release from prison, and people on parole or probation can vote. Ex-offenders should re-register to vote. #MacroSW https://t.co/Qn7CZTlwhd
Karen 🧑‍💻 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: Q3: Can prisoners vote in your state? #MacroSW

Karen 🧑‍💻 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @tmizrahi221141: <It depends on the State. Our website has that information see powerpoint entitled: “Voter Turnout, Political Power, an…

Karen 🧑‍💻 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Yes. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @newsocialworker: A3 Pennsylvania. Individuals incarcerated for a felony conviction are ineligible to vote. Voting rights are automatica…

Karen 🧑‍💻 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @CharlesELEwissJr: #MacroSW Excellent website to keep up with women running for office https://t.co/819Zey5HSe https://t.co/gdOsvGwSnu

Karen 🧑‍💻 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @lakeya_cherry: @poliSW Personally, I will increase my social media activity about GOTV, @TheNSWM will do the same by social media and…

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
@poliSW A3: Not if they are convicted of a felony and on parole. People on probation can vote. See: https://t.co/EknUM3EWPf #MacroSW

Karen 🧑‍💻 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @socialworknerd_: A3: I’m in PA, which (if I remember correctly) is one of the states with the most incarcerated people / highest concen…
Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @newsocialworker: A3 Pennsylvania. Individuals incarcerated for a felony conviction are ineligible to vote. Voting rights are automatica…

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<There is a powerful video from Atlantic Magazine identified on our Website. The ACLU is one place that has that infor…

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @newsocialworker: A3 Pennsylvania. Individuals incarcerated for a felony conviction are ineligible to vote. Voting rights are automatica…

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @lakeya_cherry: @poliSW A3: Not if they are convicted of a felony and on parole. People on probation can vote. See: https://t.co/EknUM3E…

RovingSocialWorker 🌒 @Travel_MSW
A3: Yep, OH is one of 14 (I think) that allows ppl w/ felonies who have served their time to vote. @NASWOhioChapter has been very visible on social media for GOTV. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A3 A3 "In New York, the general rule is that you can vote after incarceration for a felony conviction while you are on probation, or once you have completed parole." @NYCLU https://t.co/7xr6ESzsRA #MacroSW #VotingIsSocialWork

Laura Shaw @laura_m_shaw
@poliSW A3. No from Alabama #macroSW
Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
@newsocialworker Ha- I just shared the same resource. Great minds think alike. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @laura_m_shaw: @poliSW A3. No from Alabama #macroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @newsocialworker: A3 Pennsylvania. Individuals incarcerated for a felony conviction are ineligible to vote. Voting rights are automatica…

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
RT @newsocialworker: A3 Pennsylvania. Individuals incarcerated for a felony conviction are ineligible to vote. Voting rights are automatica…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<There is a powerful video from Atlantic Magazine identified on our Website. The ACLU is one place that has that infor…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @socialworknerd_: A3: I’m in PA, which (if I remember correctly) is one of the states with the most incarcerated people / highest concen…

Stephen Cummings 📺 📚 LISW @spcummings
@Travel_MSW #MacroSW chats do have at that effect https://t.co/3OEDUuAit9

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Travel_MSW: A3: Yep, OH is one of 14 (I think) that allows ppl w/ felonies who have served their time to vote. @NASWOhioChapter has bee…
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul 16 hours ago
RT @lakeya_cherry: @poliSW A3: Not if they are convicted of a felony and on parole. People on probation can vote. See: https://t.co/EknUM3E…

Rachel L. West @poliSW 16 hours ago
RT @UBSSW: A3 A3 "In New York, the general rule is that you can vote after incarceration for a felony conviction while you are on probation…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul 16 hours ago
RT @Travel_MSW: A3: Yep, OH is one of 14 (I think) that allows ppl w/ felonies who have served their time to vote. @NASWOhioChapter has bee…

Rachel L. West @poliSW 16 hours ago
RT @Travel_MSW: A3: Yep, OH is one of 14 (I think) that allows ppl w/ felonies who have served their time to vote. @NASWOhioChapter has bee…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW 16 hours ago
RT @spcummings: @Travel_MSW #MacroSW chats do have at that effect https://t.co/3OEDUuAit9

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul 16 hours ago
RT @UBSSW: A3 A3 "In New York, the general rule is that you can vote after incarceration for a felony conviction while you are on probation…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda 16 hours ago
A3: Criminal Disenfranchisement Laws Across the United States @brennancenter https://t.co/oemxYRCoN5 #MacroSW https://t.co/XIBXcJk2ul
ITTC @UBittic
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<The third is to use Turbovote or https://t.co/7yaNG8NrBD to actual assist your clients with registration and their cu…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: A3: Criminal Disenfranchisement Laws Across the United States @brennancenter https://t.co/oemxYRCoN5 #MacroSW https://t.co/…

Abby @socialworknerd_
A3: I’d also like to add the fact that voting laws differing by state is part of what disenfranchises marginalized groups from exercising their right to vote because they think they don’t have it! #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @karenzgoda: A3: Criminal Disenfranchisement Laws Across the United States @brennancenter https://t.co/oemxYRCoN5 #MacroSW https://t.co/…

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @karenzgoda: A3: Criminal Disenfranchisement Laws Across the United States @brennancenter https://t.co/oemxYRCoN5 #MacroSW https://t.co/…

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Q4 is coming up #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @socialworknerd_: A3: I’d also like to add the fact that voting laws differing by state is part of what disenfranchises marginalized gro…

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @socialworknerd_: A3: I’d also like to add the fact that voting laws differing by state is part of what disenfranchises marginalized gro…
RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW

oh AZ ..... :( #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW

RT @socialworknerd_: A3: I’d also like to add the fact that voting laws differing by state is part of what disenfranchises marginalized gro...

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
@lakeya_cherry Great minds know how to Google quickly! #MacroSW https://t.co/KmMqGnKOLI

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @socialworknerd_: A3: I’d also like to add the fact that voting laws differing by state is part of what disenfranchises marginalized gro...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @newsocialworker: @lakeya_cherry Great minds know how to Google quickly! #MacroSW https://t.co/KmMqGnKOLI

Terry Mizrahi @tmizrahi221141
@karenzgoda @BrennanCenter Yes Karen and all. The Brenner Center at NYU Law School is an excellent site for all things about voter suppression and disenfranchisement. #macросw

laura glenn @glennlaura08

RT @socialworknerd_: A3: I'd also like to add the fact that voting laws differing by state is part of what disenfranchises marginalized gro...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @tmizrahi221141: @karenzgoda @BrennanCenter Yes Karen and all. The Brenner Center at NYU Law School is an excellent site for all things...
Rachel L. West @poliSW
Q4: How can you learn about candidates and issues on the ballot in your state? #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings ☝️ 📚 LISW @spcummings
#MacrosW (whoopsies)

RovingSocialWorker 👤 @Travel_MSW
RT @newsocialworker: @lakeya_cherry Great minds know how to Google quickly! #MacroSW https://t.co/KmMqGnKOLI

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @tmizrahi221141: @karenzgoda @BrennanCenter Yes Karen and all. The Brenner Center at NYU Law School is an excellent site for all things…

RovingSocialWorker 👤 @Travel_MSW
@spcummings I've done that twice tonight. #MacroSW

Ann Wilder, PhD, LCSW @annwilder
@newsocialworker @lakeya_cherry Chiming in a little late and love seeing all the GIF's tonite! #MacroSW

Terry Mizrahi @tmizrahi221141
<<The League of Women Voters is a good source to identify who is running for office in your state. Does anyone on the chat know of other sources that provide that information?>> #MacroSW

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: Q4: How can you learn about candidates and issues on the ballot in your state? #MacroSW
ITTIC @UBitcic
A4: It's important to know the process in order to be able to advocate...helpful guide on Trauma-informed advocacy tips. https://t.co/MqcQ5UajFY #macrosw #MacroSW

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
@newsocialworker #MacroSW https://t.co/u8CP8sZonR

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<The League of Women Voters is a good source to identify who is running for office in your state. Does anyone on the c…

laura glenn @glennlaura08
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<The League of Women Voters is a good source to identify who is running for office in your state. Does anyone on the c…

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@annwilder @newsocialworker @lakeya_cherry Welcome, Ann. #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
A4: The google. but seriously, google, state websites, candidate websites, talking to friends abt their concerns-- I cannot rely on traditional forms of voter information like info booklets in the mail (I never get them). #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<The League of Women Voters is a good source to identify who is running for office in your state. Does anyone on the c…

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
RT @UBitcic: A4: It’s important to know the process in order to be able to advocate...helpful guide on Trauma-informed advocacy tips. https:/…
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@poliSW A4: there are some community wide forums and, ironically, our local Catholic newsletter. They ask all the candidates where they stand on a set of issues and publish their answers. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Travel_MSW: A4: The google. but seriously, google, state websites, candidate websites, talking to friends abt their concerns-- I cannot…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @UBittic: A4: It's important to know the process in order to be able to advocate…helpful guide on Trauma-informed advocacy tips. https:/…

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @Travel_MSW: A4: The google. but seriously, google, state websites, candidate websites, talking to friends abt their concerns-- I cannot…

Karen 🎊 Zgoda @karenzgoda
A4: I love the simplicity of @countable. For example, here is their page on bills in Massachusetts: https://t.co/LEuekRe23C #MacroSW https://t.co/nWsj7JGjKZ

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<The League of Women Voters is a good source to identify who is running for office in your state. Does anyone on the c…

sherri darrow @sherridarrow
RT @socialworknerd_: A3: I'd also like to add the fact that voting laws differing by state is part of what disenfranchises marginalized gro…
Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @poliSW A4: there are some community wide forums and, ironically, our local Catholic newsletter. They ask all the cand…

Charles E Lewis Jr @CharlesELewisJr
#MacroSW Q4. I recommend Ballopedia https://t.co/pRzz6VcUfg https://t.co/MShe43yvX0

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A4 https://t.co/Vf7UcFFSzM Great resource to find out stances of "every political leader on every issue" #macroSW

Ann Wilder, PhD,LCSW @annwilder
A4: Getting involved in a political campaign, volunteering at your (hopefully BLUE) party office, and attending town hall meetings., #MacroSW #Beto

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: A4: I love the simplicity of @countable. For example, here is their page on bills in Massachusetts: https://t.co/LEuekRe23C…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@annwilder @newsocialworker @lakeya_cherry Hi Ann- #macroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @karenzgoda: A4: I love the simplicity of @countable. For example, here is their page on bills in Massachusetts: https://t.co/LEuekRe23C…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: #MacrosW (whoopsies) https://t.co/tYW9oTwjLD
Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @annwilder: A4: Getting involved in a political campaign, volunteering at your (hopefully BLUE) party office, and attending town hall me…

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
@poliSW A4: When in doubt, #Google However, you can also obtain a ballot and do research, go to your State election site or look up sites like #rockthevote and #votingisocialwork #MacroSW https://t.co/05hc7wOY1c

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @UBSSW: A4 https://t.co/Vf7UcFFSzM Great resource to find out stances of "every political leader on every issue" #macroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @poliSW A4: there are some community wide forums and, ironically, our local Catholic newsletter. They ask all the cand…

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @CharlesELewisJr: #MacroSW Q4. I recommend Ballopedia https://t.co/pRzz6VcUfg https://t.co/MShe43yvX0

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
RT @CharlesELewisJr: #MacroSW Q4. I recommend Ballopedia https://t.co/pRzz6VcUfg https://t.co/MShe43yvX0

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: A4: I love the simplicity of @countable. For example, here is their page on bills in Massachusetts: https://t.co/LEuekRe23C…

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @karenzgoda: A4: I love the simplicity of @countable. For example, here is their page on bills in Massachusetts: https://t.co/LEuekRe23C…
Hey #MacroSW friends! Re: Q3, in Maryland, active prisoners can NOT vote. BUT - as of 2016 - former felons CAN! Many Marylanders aren't aware, so we work to educate people on this right - and how to register - by partnering with churches in highly affected areas. #MDpolitics https://t.co/tI70s2XJ6Y

RT @lakeya_cherry: @poliSW A4: When in doubt, #Google However, you can also obtain a ballot and do research, go to your State election site…

yes, yes, yes. #MacroSW

RT @CharlesELewisJr: #MacroSW Q4. I recommend Ballopedia https://t.co/pRzz6VcUfg https://t.co/MShe43yvX0

RT @annwilder: A4: Getting involved in a political campaign, volunteering at your (hopefully BLUE) party office, and attending town hall me…

Oops... #MacroSW #VotingIsSocialWork

RT @lakeya_cherry: @poliSW A4: When in doubt, #Google However, you can also obtain a ballot and do research, go to your State election site…

I just learned about countable over the summer! Definitely a helpful resource #MacroSW
RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
RT @lakeya_cherry: @poliSW A4: When in doubt, #Google However, you can also obtain a ballot and do research, go to your State election site…

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
RT @annwilder: A4: Getting involved in a political campaign, volunteering at your (hopefully BLUE) party office, and attending town hall me…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SocialWorkItOut: Hey #MacroSW friends! Re: Q3, in Maryland, active prisoners can NOT vote. BUT - as of 2016 - former felons CAN! Many M…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
A4: Don't forget the importance of acting locally! Great resource: Act Locally https://t.co/3zFqaJ1Ofk via @IndivisibleTeam #MacroSW
https://t.co/CnmKT5FoBe

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
RT @CharlesELewisJr: #MacroSW Q4. I recommend Ballopedia https://t.co/pRzz6VcUfg https://t.co/MShe43yvX0

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @newsocialworker: Oops... #MacroSW #VotingIsSocialWork https://t.co/SxOoqLgWUc

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
RT @UBSSW: A4 https://t.co/Vf7UcFFSzM Great resource to find out stances of "every political leader on every issue" #macroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: A4: Don't forget the importance of acting locally! Great resource: Act Locally https://t.co/3zFqaJ1Ofk via @IndivisibleTeam…
Brooke Hoffman @BrookeeeLeanne  
RT @UBSSW: A4 https://t.co/Vf7UcFFSzM Great resource to find out stances of "every political leader on every issue" #macroSW

Michel Coconis @mcoconis  
@spcummings Omg, really? There's a fight brewing. #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul  
RT @SocialWorkItOut: Hey #MacroSW friends! Re: Q3, in Maryland, active prisoners can NOT vote. BUT - as of 2016 - former felons CAN! Many M…

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW  
RT @SocialWorkItOut: Hey #MacroSW friends! Re: Q3, in Maryland, active prisoners can NOT vote. BUT - as of 2016 - former felons CAN! Many M…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda  
RT @annwilder: @newsocialworker @lakeya_cherry Chiming in a little late and love seeing all the GIF's tonite! #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW  
RT @SocialWorkItOut: Hey #MacroSW friends! Re: Q3, in Maryland, active prisoners can NOT vote. BUT - as of 2016 - former felons CAN! Many M…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @CharlesELewisJr: #MacroSW Q4. I recommend Ballopedia https://t.co/pRzz6VcUfg https://t.co/MShe43yvX0

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW  
RT @newsocialworker: Oops... #MacroSW #VotingIsSocialWork https://t.co/SxOoqLgWUc
Karen Zgoda @karenczgoda

RT @tmizrahi22114: <<The League of Women Voters is a good source to identify who is running for office in your state. Does anyone on the c…

Karen Zgoda @karenczgoda

RT @UBittic: A4: It's important to know the process in order to be able to advocate…helpful guide on Trauma-informed advocacy tips. https:/…

Rachel L. West @poliSW

RT @karenczgoda: A4: Don't forget the importance of acting locally! Great resource: Act Locally https://t.co/3zFqaJ1Ofk via @IndivisibleTeam…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @socialworknerd_: @karenczgoda @countable I just learned about countable over the summer! Definitely a helpful resource #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW

RT @karenczgoda: A4: Don't forget the importance of acting locally! Great resource: Act Locally https://t.co/3zFqaJ1Ofk via @IndivisibleTeam…

Ann Wilder, PhD,LCSW @annwilder

@UBSSW @newsocialworker @lakeya_cherry #MacroSW https://t.co/9fsYxCBvx0

Christopher Bates @cwbates111

RT @SocialWorkItOut: Hey #MacroSW friends! Re: Q3, in Maryland, active prisoners can NOT vote. BUT - as of 2016 - former felons CAN! Many M…

Matt from Chunkhead @Trombenik

RT @SocialWorkItOut: Hey #MacroSW friends! Re: Q3, in Maryland, active prisoners can NOT vote. BUT - as of 2016 - former felons CAN! Many M…
Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
RT @CharlesELewisJr: #MacroSW Q4. I recommend Ballopedia
https://t.co/pRzz6VcUfg https://t.co/MShe43yvX0

16 hours ago

Terry Mizrahi @tmizrahi221141
@karenzgoda @IndivisibleTeam Some great information and resource sharing here. #macrosw

16 hours ago

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @karenzgoda: A4: Don't forget the importance of acting locally! Great resource: Act Locally https://t.co/3zFqaJ1Ofk via @IndivisibleTeam…

16 hours ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @tmizrahi221141: @karenzgoda @IndivisibleTeam Some great information and resource sharing here. #macrosw

16 hours ago

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
A4. We hold a candidate forum via our local NASW unit #MacroSW

16 hours ago

Grecia Colemenarez Paz @GreciaC00401203
RT @karenzgoda: A4: I love the simplicity of @countable. For example, here is their page on bills in Massachusetts: https://t.co/LEuekRe23C…

16 hours ago

ITTIC @UBittic
RT @karenzgoda: A4: Don't forget the importance of acting locally! Great resource: Act Locally https://t.co/3zFqaJ1Ofk via @IndivisibleTeam…

16 hours ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
The American Civil Liberties Union has a great page on learning about your voting rights: https://t.co/MVTEWJX3kY via @aclu #MacroSW
https://t.co/DoIRRuZXyN

16 hours ago
Michel Coconis @mcoconis
You can use Start Page as search engine and expect less invasion of privacy and no collection of your profile or user data like g@@gle does. Fyi.
#macrosw

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
#SocialWork #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Travel_MSW: A4: The google. but seriously, google, state websites, candidate websites, talking to friends abt their concerns-- I cannot…

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @SocWrkDoc: A4. We hold a candidate forum via our local NASW unit
#MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @poliSW A4: there are some community wide forums and, ironically, our local Catholic newsletter. They ask all the cand…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
(time for my contribution to the cat gif stream tonight on #macroSW )
https://t.co/gPr3W4COZl

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @CharlesELewisJr: #MacroSW Q4. I recommend Ballopedia
https://t.co/pRzz6VcUfg https://t.co/MShe43yvX0

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
RT @karenzgoda: The American Civil Liberties Union has a great page on learning about your voting rights: https://t.co/MVTEWJX3kY via @aclu…
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: A4 https://t.co/Vf7UcFFSzM Great resource to find out stances of "every political leader on every issue" #macroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: The American Civil Liberties Union has a great page on learning about your voting rights: https://t.co/MVTEWJX3kY via @aclu…

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @annwilder: A4: Getting involved in a political campaign, volunteering at your (hopefully BLUE) party office, and attending town hall me…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SocWrkDoc: A4. We hold a candidate forum via our local NASW unit #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: The American Civil Liberties Union has a great page on learning about your voting rights: https://t.co/MVTEWJX3kY via @aclu…

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @lakeya_cherry: @poliSW A4: When in doubt, #Google However, you can also obtain a ballot and do research, go to your State election site…

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
RT @mcoconis: You can use Start Page as search engine and expect less invadion of privacy and no collection of your profile or user data li…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mcoconis: You can use Start Page as search engine and expect less invadion of privacy and no collection of your profile or user data li…
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
16 hours ago
RT @SocialWorkItOut: Hey #MacroSW friends! Re: Q3, in Maryland, active prisoners can NOT vote. BUT - as of 2016 - former felons CAN! Many M…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
16 hours ago
RT @newsocialworker: Oops... #MacroSW #VotingIsSocialWork https://t.co/SxOoqLgWUc

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
16 hours ago
RT @UBSSW: (time for my contribution to the cat gif stream tonight on #macroSW ) https://t.co/gPr3W4COZI

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
16 hours ago
RT @UBSSW: (time for my contribution to the cat gif stream tonight on #macroSW ) https://t.co/gPr3W4COZI

Rachel L. West @poliSW
16 hours ago
We are coming up on the hour. #MacroSW

_ @Tihocan3322
15 hours ago
RT @spcummings: A1: At @uiowa all faculty are able to add GOTV modules in their course management systems. The module content provides info…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
15 hours ago
RT @tmizrahi221141: @karenzgoda @IndivisibleTeam Some great information and resource sharing here. macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
15 hours ago
@poliSW Goes by so fast! #MacroSW
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SocWrkDoc: A4. We hold a candidate forum via our local NASW unit #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mcoonis: You can use Start Page as search engine and expect less invadion of privacy and no collection of your profile or user data li...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: We are coming up on the hour. #MacroSW

Terry Mizrahi @tmizrahi221141
<<Tell us what you are doing and need to engage clients, constituencies and community members to increase the number of actual informed voters on November 6. If we run out of time, please send to info@votingissocialwork.org.>> #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
Man my interwebs is lame tonight #glitchy #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@nancy_kusmaul It does. #MacroSW

ITTIC @UBittic
RT @poliSW: Tonight we will be talking about the Voting is Social Work project and voter mobilization. You can check out the website at htt...

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<Tell us what you are doing and need to engage clients, constituencies and community members to increase the number o...
Linda Grobman @newsocialworker  
Great info tonight! #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul  
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<Tell us what you are doing and need to engage clients, constituencies and community members to increase the number o…

Terry Mizrahi @tmizrahi221141  
<< Someone responded to “I'm just not that into politics.” Well your landlord, insurance company and boss are. And they use their political power to keep wages low, not covering pre-existing conditions and raising your rent. Get political!>> #MacroSW

Laurie Hart @DesHart  
RT @socworkpodcast: The 2018 NASW Code of Ethics has 19 changes, most related to #SWTech. Allan Barsky and I talk about 7 of them. Listen t…

laura glenn @glennlaura08  
@poliSW @tmizrahi221141 Do you have any suggestions on how to communicate with populations who are reluctant to vote such as Hispanic communities? #MacroSW

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker  
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<Tell us what you are doing and need to engage clients, constituencies and community members to increase the number o…

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW  
RT @tmizrahi221141: << Someone responded to “I'm just not that into politics.” Well your landlord, insurance company and boss are. And the…
Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @tmizrahi221141: << Someone responded to “I’m just not that into politics.” Well your landlord, insurance company and boss are. And the…

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
Election Protection on election day is good and is another way to volunteer. They help you prepare to help people w voting problems. We can track outballot here in ohio and register online now. Many concerns about havking the vote her in Buckeye country. #MacroSW https://t.co/iDoA87kWMo

Terry Mizrahi @tmizrahi221141
<<One last item tonight. There are two webinars sponsored by us on Oct. 3 with CEU’s and on Oct. 17 with organizations that have endorsed or want to engage in the last few weeks before Nov. 6.>> #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@Travel_MSW Similar issues here #MacroSW https://t.co/3qeof9Fsaz

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @tmizrahi221141: << Someone responded to “I’m just not that into politics.” Well your landlord, insurance company and boss are. And the…

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
RT @tmizrahi221141: << Someone responded to “I’m just not that into politics.” Well your landlord, insurance company and boss are. And the…

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<One last item tonight. There are two webinars sponsored by us on Oct. 3 with CEU’s and on Oct. 17 with organizations…
Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @tmizrahi221141: << Someone responded to “I’m just not that into politics.” Well your landlord, insurance company and boss are. And the…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
A4: @IndivisibleTeam also has a fantastic voting rights & suppression guide, include how to get involved to be a poll worker: https://t.co/Yu6QBpw2u2 #MacroSW https://t.co/XHg1CAGNwD

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
RT @tmizrahi221141: << Someone responded to “I’m just not that into politics.” Well your landlord, insurance company and boss are. And the…

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
RT @mcoconis: Election Protection on election day is good and is another way to volunteer. They help you prepare to help people w voting pr…

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<One last item tonight. There are two webinars sponsored by us on Oct. 3 with CEU’s and on Oct. 17 with organizations…

Stephen Cummings LISW @spcummings
RT @mcoconis: Election Protection on election day is good and is another way to volunteer. They help you prepare to help people w voting pr…

Harvey Cottrell @harvey_cottrell
RT @tmizrahi221141: << Someone responded to “I’m just not that into politics.” Well your landlord, insurance company and boss are. And the…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mcoconis: Election Protection on election day is good and is another way to volunteer. They help you prepare to help people w voting pr…
Brooke Hoffman @BrookeeeLeanne
RT @tmizrahi221141: << Someone responded to “I’m just not that into politics.” Well your landlord, insurance company and boss are. And the…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @glennlaura08: @poliSW @tmizrahi221141 Do you have any suggestions on how to communicate with populations who are reluctant to vote suc…

RovingSocialWorkerᣅ @Travel_MSW
RT @karenzgoda: A4: @IndivisibleTeam also has a fantastic voting rights & suppression guide, include how to get involved to be a poll worke…

Karen 🍒 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @glennlaura08: @poliSW @tmizrahi221141 Do you have any suggestions on how to communicate with populations who are reluctant to vote suc…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<Tell us what you are doing and need to engage clients, constituencies and community members to increase the number o…

Karen 🍒 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<Tell us what you are doing and need to engage clients, constituencies and community members to increase the number o…

Karen 🍒 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @newsocialworker: Great info tonight! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @tmizrahi221141: << Someone responded to “I’m just not that into politics.” Well your landlord, insurance company and boss are. And the…
Ann Wilder, PhD, LCSW @annwilder
@glennlaura08 @poliSW Voter registration seems like such a simple thing but many people are not registered and some are not even sure how to register. This one simple task can make a big difference. Thumbs up! #MacroSW

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
RT @karenzgoda: A4: @IndivisibleTeam also has a fantastic voting rights & suppression guide, include how to get involved to be a poll worke…

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
Check out the webinars on https://t.co/u5OfOk7sWI #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @annwilder: @glennlaura08 @poliSW Voter registration seems like such a simple thing but many people are not registered and some are not…

Terry Mizrahi @tmizrahi221141
@glennlaura08 @poliSW Lot’s of ideas. There are groups in Florida working to register Puerto Ricans who just settled there. No voice without a vote. See our website for more. Anyone else? https://t.co/zLAAMBbwv5 #macrosw

Jacqueline Rose @JaxJacin
RT @SocialWorkItOut: Hey #MacroSW friends! Re: Q3, in Maryland, active prisoners can NOT vote. BUT - as of 2016 - former felons CAN! Many M…

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<One last item tonight. There are two webinars sponsored by us on Oct. 3 with CEU’s and on Oct. 17 with organizations…
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
15 hours ago
RT @tmizrahi221141: @glennlaura08 @poliSW Lot's of ideas. There are groups in Florida working to register Puerto Ricans who just settled th…

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@glennlaura08 @tmizrahi221141 You may want to check out https://t.co/uPQKtNDb7O for transcript from the social action sereies. The Community Tool Box may have some additioanl info https://t.co/qK7FsDgz5H #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker🤖 @Travel_MSW
15 hours ago
#MacroSW https://t.co/owGpPthg4X

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
15 hours ago
RT @poliSW: @glennlaura08 @tmizrahi221141 You may want to check out https://t.co/uPQKtNDb7O for transcript from the social action sereies.…

Rachel L. West @poliSW
15 hours ago
RT @annwilder: @glennlaura08 @poliSW Voter registration seems like such a simple thing but many people are not registered and some are not…

RovingSocialWorker🤖 @Travel_MSW
15 hours ago
RT @annwilder: @glennlaura08 @poliSW Voter registration seems like such a simple thing but many people are not registered and some are not…

RovingSocialWorker🤖 @Travel_MSW
15 hours ago
RT @poliSW: @glennlaura08 @tmizrahi221141 You may want to check out https://t.co/uPQKtNDb7O for transcript from the social action sereies.…
Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda

THIS. Also social policies both directly and indirectly support funding for much needed #socialwork in communities. Your clients will thank you for fighting for them! #MacroSW

mizz_picklezz 🍎 @mizzpicklezz

RT @OfficialMacroSW: MT @AlyssaLotmore: Voting gives ppl & comm. the power to voice their opinion & effect social change. How can we get ou…

ITTIC @UBittic

RT @tmizrahi221141: <<One last item tonight. There are two webinars sponsored by us on Oct. 3 with CEU's and on Oct. 17 with organizations…

Rachel L. West @poliSW

Our time is almost up. As always, this chat will be archived on the MacroSW blog https://t.co/uPQKtNDb7O. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @karenzgoda: THIS. Also social policies both directly and indirectly support funding for much needed #socialwork in communities. Your cl…

mizz_picklezz 🍎 @mizzpicklezz

RT @CharlesELewisJr: #MacroSW Hi Everyone! Here representing @CRISPontheHill https://t.co/qVZ72s5iT5

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda

RT @tmizrahi221141: <<One last item tonight. There are two webinars sponsored by us on Oct. 3 with CEU's and on Oct. 17 with organizations…

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda

RT @mcoconis: Election Protection on election day is good and is another way to volunteer. Tgey help you prepare to help people w voting pr…
**RovingSocialWorker** @Travel_MSW

RT @karenzgoda: THIS. Also social policies both directly and indirectly support funding for much needed #socialwork in communities. Your cl…

**Terry Mizrahi** @tmizrahi221141

<<Let's remind everyone, that “staying at home is not an option.” To be sure the National Campaign will continue after Nov. 6 regardless of the outcome: “ON THE ROAD TO 2020.” Please join us on https://t.co/zLAAMBbwv5.

#MacroSW

**RovingSocialWorker** @Travel_MSW

RT @poliSW: Our time is almost up. As always, this chat will be archived on the MacroSW blog https://t.co/uPQKtNDb7O. #MacroSW

**Rachel L. West** @poliSW

RT @tmizrahi221141: @glennlaura08 @poliSW Lot's of ideas. There are groups in Florida working to register Puerto Ricans who just settled th…

**Abby** @socialworknerd_

RT @newsocialworker: Check out the webinars on https://t.co/u5OfOk7sWl

#MacroSW https://t.co/fh2ngP0u6t

**Abby** @socialworknerd_

RT @karenzgoda: THIS. Also social policies both directly and indirectly support funding for much needed #socialwork in communities. Your cl…

**RovingSocialWorker** @Travel_MSW

RT @tmizrahi221141: <<Let’s remind everyone, that “staying at home is not an option.” To be sure the National Campaign will continue after…
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @annwilder: @glennlaura08 @poliSW Voter registration seems like such a simple thing but many people are not registered and some are not...

Charles E Lewis Jr @CharlesELewisJr
Take a listen to Joe Wilson's (Sean Penn) speech in Fair Game https://t.co/Hhcnf97AUx #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @newsocialworker: Check out the webinars on https://t.co/u5OfOk7sWl #MacroSW https://t.co/fh2ngP0u6t

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
Also watch for @poliSW article on social action in our fall issue out next week #MacroSW

ITTIC @UBittic
RT @poliSW: @glennlaura08 @tmizrahi221141 You may want to check out https://t.co/uPQKtNDb7O for transcript from the social action series.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @tmizrahi221141: @glennlaura08 @poliSW Lot's of ideas. There are groups in Florida working to register Puerto Ricans who just settled th...

Gina Veshio @VeshioGina
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<Tell us what you are doing and need to engage clients, constituencies and community members to increase the number o...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: @glennlaura08 @tmizrahi221141 You may want to check out https://t.co/uPQKtNDb7O for transcript from the social action series....
Rachel L. West @poliSW
I want to thank Terry @tmizrahi221141 for joining us tonight. I also want to thank my #MacroSW partners>> #MacroSW

Adriana Maritza @amrt213
RT @tmizrahi221141: @glennlaura08 @poliSW Lot's of ideas. There are groups in Florida working to register Puerto Ricans who just settled th...

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Travel_MSW: #MacroSW https://t.co/owGpPthg4X

Rachel L. West @poliSW
<<@ubssw @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @spcummings @acosaorg #MacroSW

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
@poliSW Thank you! Good night, everyone. If today and the #KavanaughHearings was any indicator, we need to #rockthevote because #votingissocialwork #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
We will be back next week. @karenzgoda is hosting. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
I suggest this image as a good motivator for our colleagues: #MacroSW #Vote https://t.co/DpGJNZVlXG

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@Travel_MSW Seriously - an hour with friends flies by fast! #MacroSW https://t.co/BpA3LLeynT
Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
RT @CharlesELewisJr: Take a listen to Joe Wilson's (Sean Penn) speech in Fair Game https://t.co/Hhcnf97AUx #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @newsocialworker: Also watch for @poliSW article on social action in our fall issue out next week #MacroSW

ITTIC @UBittic
Goodnight, thank you all for the information, and resources! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @CharlesELewisJr: Take a listen to Joe Wilson's (Sean Penn) speech in Fair Game https://t.co/Hhcnf97AUx #MacroSW

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: Our time is almost up. As always, this chat will be archived on the MacroSW blog https://t.co/uPQKtNDb7O. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Congratulations @tmizrahi221141 on your 1st Twitter chat #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker 👤 @Travel_MSW
TY @tmizrahi221141 for making #MacroSW great tonight!

mizz_picklezz 🍈 @mizzpicklezz
RT @CharlesELewisJr: #MacroSW Excellent website to keep up with women running for office https://t.co/819Zey5HSe https://t.co/gdOsvGwSnu
Thank you to @tmizrahi221141 and Rachel West @poliSW for tonight's chat! Good to see new faces, and the return of some #MacroSW chat regulars! Good night all- https://t.co/X6s6oNaRvp

RT @tmizrahi221141: <<Let’s remind everyone, that “staying at home is not an option.” To be sure the National Campaign will continue after…

RT @UBSSW: I suggest this image as a good motivator for our colleagues: #MacroSW #Vote https://t.co/DpGJNZVIXG

RT @newsocialworker: Also watch for @poliSW article on social action in our fall issue out next week #MacroSW

RT @CharlesELewisJr: Take a listen to Joe Wilson's (Sean Penn) speech in Fair Game https://t.co/Hhcnf97AUx #MacroSW

@GScott4Congress quote from tonight "Politics is a participatory sport." #MacroSW

RT @newsocialworker: Also watch for @poliSW article on social action in our fall issue out next week #MacroSW

RT @poliSW: I want to thank Terry @tmizrahi221141 for joining us tonight. I also want to thank my #MacroSW partners>> #MacroSW
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda  
@poliSW @UBSSW @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @spcummings @acosaorg And contributor @AlyssaLotmore! #MacroSW

DT Bruno @dplusbruno  
RT @UBSSW: I suggest this image as a good motivator for our colleagues: #MacroSW #Vote https://t.co/DpGJNZVlXG

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda  
RT @lakeya_cherry: @poliSW Thank you! Good night, everyone. If today and the #KavanaughHearings was any indicator, we need to #rockthevote…

Stephen Cummings LISW @spcummings  
RT @karenzgoda: @poliSW @UBSSW @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @spcummings @acosaorg And contributor @AlyssaLotmore! #MacroSW

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker  
Good night and thank you @tmizrahi221141. @poliSW #MacroSW https://t.co/eqTGZlc6gc

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW  
Since I've been listening to my SJ playlist, let me leave you with this. Goodnight y'all #ThisIsAmerica #MacroSW https://t.co/FJTmn13BdT

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @newsocialworker: @GScott4Congress quote from tonight "Politics is a participatory sport." #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda  
Our special guest will be @nasw discussing their Campaign for Youth Justice. Sneak peek: https://t.co/d8UZTgO8Gt #MacroSW
Dr. Judith D Crocker @judith_crocker 15 hours ago
RT @CharlesELewisJr: Take a listen to Joe Wilson's (Sean Penn) speech in Fair Game https://t.co/Hhcnf97AUx #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda 15 hours ago
RT @UBSSW: I suggest this image as a good motivator for our colleagues: #MacroSW #Vote https://t.co/DpGJNZVIXG

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt 15 hours ago
#MacroSW - sorry I missed you all.

RovingSocialWorker 🚶‍♂️ @Travel_MSW 15 hours ago
RT @karenzgoda: Our special guest will be @nasw discussing their Campaign for Youth Justice. Sneak peek: https://t.co/d8UZTgO8Gt #MacroSW...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda 15 hours ago
RT @Travel_MSW: Since I've been listening to my SJ playlist, let me leave you with this. Goodnight y'all #ThisIsAmerica #MacroSW https://t.co/...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda 15 hours ago
RT @newsocialworker: Good night and thank you @tmizrahi221141.@poliSW #MacroSW https://t.co/eqTGZlc6gc

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda 15 hours ago
RT @newsocialworker: @GScott4Congress quote from tonight "Politics is a participatory sport." #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda 15 hours ago
RT @UBSSW: Thank you to @tmizrahi221141 and Rachel West @poliSW for tonight's chat! Good to see new faces, and the return of some #MacroSW...
Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<Let's remind everyone, that “staying at home is not an option.” To be sure the National Campaign will continue after…

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Travel_MSW: TY @tmizrahi221141 for making #MacroSW great tonight! https://t.co/5udPs6gUqs

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBittic: Goodnight, thank you all for the information, and resources! #MacroSW

Rlolson @rlolson2008
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<Tell us what you are doing and need to engage clients, constituencies and community members to increase the number o…

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
@Travel_MSW haha love it! It ain't always what it seems. #MacroSW

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
👏👏👏 #MacroSW

Ann Wilder, PhD,LCSW @annwilder
@karenzgoda @nasw #MacroSW https://t.co/8azoIPmqFc

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @PolicyDrSchmidt: #MacroSW - sorry I missed you all.

Vanessa Watson @vanessalcsw
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<For those in clinical settings, there is a vetted powerpoint entitled: ‘Political Engagement: A Supplement to Mental…
Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt 15 hours ago
RT @poliSW: The New Social Worker has published an article written by Terry and Mimi Abramovitz. You can read it here https://t.co/uUD8m1VV…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda 15 hours ago
Goodnight #MacroSW! https://t.co/PW5dXtyXpg

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt 15 hours ago
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<The third is to use Turbovote or https://t.co/7yaNG8NrBD to actual assist your clients with registration and their cu…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda 15 hours ago
RT @annwilder: @karenzgoda @nasw #MacroSW https://t.co/8azoIPmqFc

UB-Social Work @UBSSW 15 hours ago
Next week's #MacroSW chat with @nasw on #youthjustice

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt 15 hours ago
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<This link is to a list of activities. One important one on an individual/micro level is making sure that people know…

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt 15 hours ago
RT @CharlesELewisJr: #MacroSW Excellent website to keep up with women running for office https://t.co/819Zey5HSe https://t.co/gdOsvGwSnu

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda 15 hours ago
RT @UBSSW: Next week's #MacroSW chat with @nasw on #youthjustice https://t.co/6PTX7Nilah
Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @spcummings: A1: At @uiowa all faculty are able to add GOTV modules in their course management systems. The module content provides info…

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
You gotta be kidding? I miss one night of #macroSW and there’s a CAT gif stream. Go figure. 🐱

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @lakeya_cherry: @poliSW A1: @TheNSWM has supported this initiative through targeted email campaigns to our members and social media acti…

mizz_picklez @mizzpickuplez
RT @CharlesELewisJr: The site is looking great Terry! Tell everyone to donate! #MacroSW https://t.co/d6PGboXOVG

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<Let’s remind everyone, that “staying at home is not an option.” To be sure the National Campaign will continue after…

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @mcoconis: We are encouraging a day off for taking people to the polls either for Early voting (ohio) or GOTV on Election day! Right no…

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @AlyssaLotmore: A1: Here is a great summary of the voter registration efforts being done at #UAAlbany. The message has been that we want…

mizz_picklez @mizzpickuplez
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<Let’s remind everyone, that “staying at home is not an option.” To be sure the National Campaign will continue after…
The Social Work Resistance @SWKresistance
RT @poliSW: The New Social Worker has published an article written by Terry and Mimi Abramovitz. You can read it here https://t.co/uUD8m1VV…

राधिका @nakiarn25
RT @tmizrahi221141: << Its purpose is to ultimately assure that the 12 million people that social workers reach every day (according to CEO…

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @AlyssaLotmore: A1: I'm thrilled that the entire #UAlbany campus seems to be on board with voter registration and engagement. I just co-…

राधिका @nakiarn25
RT @annwilder: A4: Getting involved in a political campaign, volunteering at your (hopefully BLUE) party office, and attending town hall me…

The Social Work Resistance @SWKresistance
RT @glennaura08: @poliSW At our university, our macro class is divided up into teams to target different populations. My group is targetin…

The Social Work Resistance @SWKresistance
RT @karenzgoda: A4: Don't forget the importance of acting locally! Great resource: Act Locally https://t.co/3zFqaJ1Ofk via @IndivisibleTeam…

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @karenzgoda: A4: I love the simplicity of @countable. For example, here is their page on bills in Massachusetts: https://t.co/LEuekRe23C…

राधिका @nakiarn25
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<The Campaign founded this year builds on the website and work of the Humphrey Institute for Political Social Work und…
Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<For those in clinical settings, there is a vetted powerpoint entitled: 'Political Engagement: A Supplement to Mental…

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @karenzgoda: THIS. Also social policies both directly and indirectly support funding for much needed #socialwork in communities. Your cl…

The Social Work Resistance @SWKresistance
RT @CharlesELewisJr: #MacroSW Excellent website to keep up with women running for office https://t.co/819Zey5HSe https://t.co/gdOsvGwSnu

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @tmizrahi221141: << Someone responded to “I'm just not that into politics.” Well your landlord, insurance company and boss are. And the…

राधिका @nakiarn25
RT @tmizrahi221141: < <Finally which brings us to tonight, I co-chair with Dr. Mimi Abramovitz the bi-partisan National Social Work Voter M…

The Social Work Resistance @SWKresistance
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<For those in clinical settings, there is a vetted powerpoint entitled: 'Political Engagement: A Supplement to Mental…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@PolicyDrSchmidt You may have missed the chat but you EXCEL at the after-party! #MacroSW https://t.co/164QqfJBDN

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<CRISP-Congressional Research Institute for Social Work and Policy. Please after this chat go to https://t.co/zLAAMBbw…
Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @UBSSW: I suggest this image as a good motivator for our colleagues:
#MacroSW #Vote https://t.co/DpGJNZVlXG

Kate @ktpennypacker
RT @socworkpodcast: The 2018 NASW Code of Ethics has 19 changes, most related to #SWTech. Allan Barsky and I talk about 7 of them. Listen t…

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @tmizrahi221141: << Its purpose is to ultimately assure that the 12 million people that social workers reach every day (according to CEO…

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @tmizrahi221141: <<Fourth is to hold forums and provide information on all candidates and their positions for those offices. Finally for…

stephen 🍀📸 @marxistvegan
RT @karenzgoda: Goodnight #MacroSW! https://t.co/PW5dXtyXpg

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @UBSSW: Next week’s #MacroSW chat with @nasw on #youthjustice https://t.co/6PTX7Nilah

NASW Arkansas @NASW_Arkansas
RT @Travel_MSW: Since I've been listening to my SJ playlist, let me leave you with this. Goodnight y'all #ThisIsAmerica #MacroSW https://t.…

राधिका @nakiarn25
RT @poliSW: The New Social Worker has published an article written by Terry and Mimi Abramovitz. You can read it here https://t.co/uUD8m1VV…
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